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Context
Site defined as vibrant, urban, downtown core; includes a plaza, a 
historic court house, and a strong retail base. Span of site boundary 
covers 126, 500 sq. ft. Breakdown of surface cover percentages are 
the following: buildings-48%, street-25%, sidewalk-10%, plaza-2%, 
park-25%.

Hydrology 
City of Nogales falls within Ambos Nogales Watershed, which is 
defined as a catchment basin that is drained by a series of stream 
systems. Nogales Wash is the main drainage system for the 
watershed and originates in Mexico as a covered floodway, flows 
into Arizona, and  drains into Santa Cruz River. In severe rainfall, the 
covered floodway overflows into the surface in combination with 
storm runoff from adjacent neighborhoods 
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DATA COLLECTION

SCENARIO 1

SCENARIO 2

Average Annual Rainfall (in.)
Average Annual Runoff (in.)
Max. Rainfall Retained (in.)
Runoff (percent)

Average Annual Rainfall (in.)
Average Annual Runoff (in.)
Max. Rainfall Retained (in.)
Runoff (percent)

13.85
9.38
0.47
67

13.85
2.54
2.34
16

Retention standard for this study was based from 
the 95th percentile daily rainfall event. Standard 
retention target for site is 0.5 inches. Event 
threshold considered anything above 0.1 inches to 
be runoff. Results produced by National SW Calc.  

Source: Nogales International
Source: Nogales International

The proposed design plan is able 
to retain a maximum rainfall of 
2.34 inches. After improvements, 
the site had lower average annual 
runoff, a higher percentage 
of wet days retained and a 
higher infiltration percentage. 
These results showed that by 
implementing green infrastructure 
in a highly urbanized street center, 
flood impacts can be significantly 
reduced. 

Design research was incorporated 
into this study. The design-
based research revealed current 
causative factors that have led 
to urban flooding. Site analysis 
was transcribed into quantitative 
data. Data was then inputted into 
an online calculator tool, where 
numerical values compared 
performance and overall 
effectiveness of different low-
impact development strategies 
(LID)

Severe weather events show that 
cities within the Southwest are finding 
it difficult to address stormwater 
management. Within Santa Cruz 
County, the City of Nogales is subject 
to flooding due to the local runoff 
that overflows from the overwhelmed 
wash stream systems. Cities can’t 
rely on grey infrastucture to address 
urban flooding issues. This research 
will evaluate the performance of 
green infrastructure and attempt to 
answer the question whether the 
city should undertake more efforts in 
implementing it. This design plan shows the proposed LID Treatments on impervious 
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